DUSTER
High Pressure Dust Remover

• BLAST AWAY
PAPER CHIPS, STAPLES, DUST, PAPER CLIPS, LINT, DIRT
• LEAVES NO RESIDUE

GREAT FOR USE ON:
• KEYBOARDS • DISK DRIVES • CD DRIVES • CPU HOUSING •
• PRINTERS • PHONES • COPY MACHINES • SLOT MACHINES •
• OFFICE & COMPUTERIZED EQUIPMENT • VIDEO POKER MACHINES •

DIRECTIONS:
Point nozzle toward surface to be cleaned. Hold upright and keep Duster 14 inches from the surface. Hold product above the keyboard keys, pointing spray down between the keys blowing the particles out. Spray Duster in quick short bursts.

BETA DATA
FLASH POINT: -117°F TCC
PROPELLANT: Hydrocarbon
COLOR: Clear
SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 0.56
TOXICITY: 1000 ppm AGCIH TLV
DETERGENCY: None
STORAGE STABILITY: 1 year+
COLD STABILITY: -200°F
ODOR: None
WETTING ABILITY: None
FLAME EXTENSION: 18" Plus
SOLUBILITY IN WATER: 0%
PHOSPHATES: None
BIODEGRADABILITY: Yes, Via Photolysis
pH: N/A
% VOLATILE BY VOLUME: 100%
EVAPORATION RATE: Rapid
FORM: Aerosol